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I feel honooredto have been asked to speak on Jnanadeva (1275-1296 c.e) in front of

this learned congregation. When Iwas pondering upon a topic worthy of this occasion, I felt as if I

was walking through a used-car lot reading brightly painted signs on good-looking but used cars.

I saw many ,,",'SII-worntopICSru$Oto greet me. loudly proclaiming "Pick me!ChooseMe!Try me!"

These were topics such as the lifa
I and literature=' of Jnanadeva. the Bhagavad Gitaand JiianeSvan"3,

the philosophy of Cidvilasa in the Anubhavamrta. of JOanadeva. the glory of Marathi manifest in the

Jnanesvari. Jnanadeva and Sankara. Jnanadeva and Namadeva~. the myths and miracles of

Jnanadevall. the significance of Jnanadeva in the 20" century7 and 80 on. Since many excellent

scholars in Marathl and a few In English havl:l already written a loton each one of these topics, I felt

Ols!nclinedto choose from them. ana finally oecld90 agaInst picking any of the used lot. Instead. I

decided to give you a taste o.f Jnanadeva's philosophy essentially as expressed by Jnanadeva.

through his own inimitable style. Jnanadeva's style is a unique blend of poetry and philosophy,

and it is impossible to talk abQut Jnanadeva's contribution to philosophical thought without fully

understanding his style. Since in more than one ways. the style is the man, thetask of understanding

Jnanadeva's style is tantamount to addressing the basic paradox of Vedanta facing Jiianadeva. Is

all communication about Brahman Mile. destined to die while being created, like sketching a

crocodile on water'.? And if it is so. then how can one convey that which by definition is impossible

to convey? Hence the title of today's talk.

yviliitH;iliiminy ihai ihtll1lYlliit; tlXl'tlJitllltalui UlltII i_ wiih6raiullan i:sutlyumj IIl'tnlCh, Hmj

beyond sense experiences, Jnanadeva engages in trying to convey that very experience to you

through all your senses. His claim is as follows '0:

"That which the vision cannot see. can be visualized without eyes. if one obtains the

knowledge beyond sense-perception. The gold which even the alchemists cannot obtain. may be

found right in the iron if suddenly the Philosopher's stone parisu comes in your hand. Similarly.

when the good teacher graces you. what can you not achieve? Jnanadeva says, I am blessed with

such an unlimited grace. For this reason. I shall speak. I shall manifest the fonn of the Fonnless

through speech. Although it IS beyond the senses I Shall make you experience It through your

senses. !",
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I propose to explore In this paper the literary strategies adopted by Jnanadeva In order to

convey that which is Impossible to convey. In the course of this inquiry I shall also address questions

such as: How does Jnanadeva reconcile the basic paradox of communication from the view point of

an enlightened soul? How does he detine the territory of speech? Can a silent question be answered?

Can eternal speech be silenced? Are speech and silence the twain that shall never meet or are they

inseparable like Siva and Sakti? Since this is a Vedanta conference. I can afford to take for granted

a certain familiarity with the philosophical tenets of Vedanta and focus instead on their manifestation

through Jnanadeva's poetic creations.

Before embarking on that journey. let me assemble the essentials. The Marathi tradition

believes that Jnanadeva lived a short but extremely illustrious life of 2 1 years in the latter half of the

13'" c. and by those calculations. this year. 1996. commemorates the 700'" anniversary of his

saiiJivana samadhi, or of the time he decided to end his sojourn among us 12. Jnanadeva became

silent in the year 1296 c. e. but his voice is never silenced. In that sense. his samadhiis called

sai7Ji"vanaor Immortal.

In the history of Marathi language. literature and Bhakti in the social life of Maharashtra.

Jnanadeva's position is unparalleled. He is rightly regarded the patron saint of Marathi literature

and till this date. Serious literary performances in Maharashtra or in the Marathi community anywhere

in the world end by chanting Jnanadeva' s paSaya-dana ovis. which form the gracious epilaQue to

his magnum opus. Jnanadevi. Jnanadeva was not the very first writer of Marathf. There were eminent

earlier writers who had chosen Marathl as the language of their literary creations. writers such as

Mukundaraja. (the author of VivekasindhuJNarendra (the author of Sisupala-vadhaJand Damodara

Bhatla (the author of Rukmi(l,:svayarhvaraJ. Although these have written celebrated works of story-

poems or akhyana-kavyas. Jnanadeva alone is credited with forming the identity of Marathi as a

literary language capable of expressing the grand philosophy of Vedanta. In the social and religious

life of Maharashtra his position is again foremost. as he Is also considered to be the founder of the

Varkari panth. a sect of Shaktl worship in Maharashtra. with a strong following of faithfull pilgrims

(varkari) from all walks of life without regard to caste or creed who visit Pandharpur twice a year.

Three illustrious Sant poets. Namadeva. Ekanatha. and Tukarama have built the edifice of Shakti

upon the foundations laid by Jnanadeva. Out of these three. Namadeva was a senior contemporary

of Jnanadeva and is known to have travelled along with Jnanadeva and latter propagated the

Shagavata philosophy all the way to Punjab. The earliest records of Jnanadeva' s life and of his.

samaahiln 1296 come from Namadeva' s poems. Ekanatha was the scholar sant who is credited

with the first critically edited version of J's major work. Jnanadevi.

It may come as a surprise that all this fame of Jnanadeva who ended his life at 21. rests on

essentially four works. These are [1 lJnanadevi. 13 which Is a work of about 900<;> verses in the

loosely built ovimeter of M8(8thi. and can be described as a profoundly philosophical and e1dremely
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elegantstory-poem set in the framework of a commentary on the Bhagavad Gda12]AnubhavafTI.rta.

an original work of Advaita philosophy in 800 ovi verses which gives expression to the mystic

experience of bliss of Jnanadeva. [3] cangadeva Pasa$!hiwhich is in the form of a letter composed

in sixty-five oviswritten by young Jnanadeva to an aged yogin called cangadeva \'.explaining the

riddled status of communication after having attained the highest knowledge of Brahman. and [4]

Abhangas. including Hari-pa!ha. a collection of several lyrics in the abhanga style which are poetic

offerings to God V~hoba of Pandharpur. Of these four. the first two are more or less critically

edited. but the latter two have come down to us through various oral traditions and exist in the oral

repertoire of the varkaripilgrims and in several editions printed for the edification Of scholars.

If! am asked to summarize Jnanadeva's philosophy in one word. the word "synthesis"

immediately comes to mind. This is a password for grasping Jnanadeva's philosophy in all its

aspects. There are not one but several blends of apparently contrasting tenets of different schools

or sects In the poetic philosophy manifest in Jnanadeva's works. There Is a blend of &ivaand

Vai$(}svaprinciples in his teachings. there is a mixture of Sankara' s Kevaladvai/a. along with homage

to some doctrines of Kashmir &ivism In his exposition of Vedanta. there Is a heritage of Natha

panthiyogic practices leamed from his elder brother and teacher Nivrttinatha. coupled with his

familv heritaqe of Bhaaavata dharma or Bhakti of Vithoba of Pandharpur. The synthesis of
. . .

philosophical doctrines is mirrored in a style of exposition that is also a model of synthesis. There

Is a happy wedding of poetry and philosophy In all his works not to mention the linguistic coupling

of Sanskrit and Marathl at the opening of his Anubhavam{fa. HiS diction exhibits a unique blend of

leamed Sanskrit sastrie vocabularly along with dynamic vemacular imagery. The choice of the

flexible four-partite ovimeterfor most of his works also reflects the harmonious synthesis of prose

narrative with the fluidity and sonority of lyrical poetryl5. All in all. Jnanadeva seems to be deliberately

bringing together potentially contrasting elements to create a paradoxical fabric to timeless

philosophy.

The paradox facing Jnanadeva is the paradox of a living liberated soul. a Jivanmukta. In

ract. n generates a senes at vexing questions aDOU! tne nature at !"Iuman Interaction In tne tace at

unity with Brahman. If the triad of the subject. object and process dissolves with the advent of

knowledge of Brahman. then how does such an enlightened soul function in public life? Does he

end up in silence to remain rooted in that union with Brahman or does he talk. teach. converse and

communicate? If, in keeping with our experience. he must engage In such dualistic behaviour.

until the time for his final departure. then how do we understand the essential nature of such a

behaviour? And lastly. if liberation is bliss. then what prompts a living-liberated person to be

enaaaed in such mundane activities as talkino. teachina, explainino?

I shall start with the last question first. Having realised the oneness with Brahman, what

prompts him1o.communicate? Jnanadeva gives two reasons. The first is psychological. the second.
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ethical. These are. first. unbearability of loneliness and second, generosity of the blessed souls.

While paying a tribute to his own teacher Nivrttinath,Jnanadeva says. "loneliness is not easy to

bear. Therefore by using an excuse of a disciple. this (action of the teacherl is like the sight looking

at itself all around.",e In saying this Jnanadeva at once acknowledges a psychological need for

communication felt by everyone as long as we exist in the world of duality, but at the same time. he

shows the ontological awareness of the eternal oneness. and therefore. reminds us of the ultimate

paradox involved in any such action. He uses an innovative linguisticanalogy to further elucidate

the paradoxical nature of such an enterprise. On the syntactic level. Joanadeva says, it is like the

very verb of looking behaving like a subject gazing at itself. This self-reflexivity of diction occurs

again and again in Jnanadeva' s exposition since it forms the framewcr'.< of any action undertaken

by the liberated person.

Besides breaking boredom, the other reason given by Joanadeva for the urge to

communicate Is generosity of spirit and the essentially universal nature of that precious knowledge.

In the concluding section of the Anubhavam.rta. Joanadeva uses a series of questionsto elaborate
this point with tM help of illustrations from Naturel7. He says.

The lord guru Nivrttiraya has blessed me by keeping his hand on my head. Now

should I not remain silent and enjoy that bliss?

BUt When fne Great Lord MaheSa gave the briiiiant torch in the nanas ot the Bun, did

he not Illuminate the entire universe In its lustre?

Is the nectar deposited inthe Moon just for its own use? Ur is the water gIVenby the

sea to the clouds only their own share?

The light of a lamp exists in order to light up the entire house. Theentirespace of
the sky belongs to the world as wetl.

The ocean swells, due to the power of the Moon, or the Spring makes it so that the

trees become generous.

Similarly, my own bliss is due to the divine generosity of my Guru, and there is

nuihiny iilCiii can ciaim BBmy uwn, 01 in my conilui.

Thus the urge to communicate, the need to share and'the inherited generosity prompt the

liberatedperson to engage in speech. But is it necessary for the listener to listen? Can he not gain

the knowledge by silent meditation, entirely by himself'! uoes he need the Other'! rhe IeaCher?

The Word? Jnanadeva's answer Is "Yes and no". But Instead of answering straight forwardly, he

uses again a question and an illustration: "If we could see our face by turning our gaze backwards.

would we have to seek the help of a mirror"? Ie Any such illustration that Jnanadeva uses goes on
illuminating the Subject at hand from more than one angle.

Let me expiain. Tne most impossibiiity of seeing one' 8 own face is conveyed at the oumet

in this analogy. Our eyes see only what is in front of them. If we could turn our gaze backwards, we
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could see ourselves in our entirely. But we cannot. Knowing oneself is likegazing at one's own

face. Itis almost-b\l.tnot quite impossible. There is help at hand. There are. fortunately. mirrors in

this world. Teachers are like mirrors. They help you see who you are. Speech Is like a mirror. It

manifests what there is. But what you see with the help of mirrors is nothing new. nor is it created

because of the mirror. It is always there. The mirror simply aidS your sight. makes your self-

knowtedge possible. Ifthe mirror is broken. you are stillthe same. Allthese nuances Ofthe mirror

analogy are used by Jniinadeva at one time or another and anyone familiar with hiS WOrksIs

reminded of those other contexts 18 as well. Atthe same time. in the present context. the Irony of

not being able to accompau something simple like seeing yourself is also captured by way oUhis

analogy. Seeing oneself should have been simple. Atter all. the subject and the-object of this action

of seeing Is the same. It Is not as Ifyou have to see someone not present here and now. Ifyou can

touch yourself. you can hear yourself speak. why can't you see your own face without an external

agent? The anomaly within the sphere of sense experiences Is deliberately chosen by Jnanadeva

to illustrate the incapacity of an unaided individual on the path ot selt-realisation. By using this

illustratiOn connected with sense and sense objects. it becomes easier to convey the theoretical

sirnplicityand practical difficulty in knowing oneself. This is just one exaffipleot Jn8nadeva's strategy

ofconvevinQ to YOUthrough sense exoeriencethat which by definition. is bevond sense exoenence.
.

Having' thus understood the need to communicate. 'and the nec8ssity of communication

for both the speaker and the listener, let us take the question of the adequacy of speech In the

context of the knowledge of Brahman. The only mode of communication available to JOiinadeva Is

speech. How sufficient is this mode? Jnanadeva has no illusIOns. He has time and again described

how Inadequate speech is in the context of understanding the real nature of Brahman. In fact. the

opening. verse of his Anubhavamrta describes Brahman as "yad Bk$8rah1anikhyeyam anandaJrl

8jam Bvva'(lU1i'. that which is undiminishing. Indescribable. bliss. unborn. and undYing.

Nevertheless. we keep using the terms such as "sat. cif and anandlr to describe Brahman.

Jriinadeva Is very clear about how such adjectives are to be taken. He cautions by saying that

these adjectives are meaningful only as long as they eradicate the possibilityottheit negation in

Bra/vnan. but not In the ultimate sense. The mirror analogy again comes handl : "Just as having

shown the face to the onlooker. the mirror can go aside. or atterwaking up a person. the one who

did that job may go away. similarly, having shown the one which sees. to the one who saw. these

words retire by the path of sllence".20

The role of the words as mirror ls'aIso expressed In .the fOllowIng couplet: :

WOrd. which is famous in reminding, is extremely useful. Is It nOt b1<ea mirror that

makea manifest that which Is unmanifeSt?

What wonder is there that an onlooker may see because at the mirror? Butthanks

to thI8 mirrOr (of speech) even the one who cannot see begins to see.:"
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Thus. Jnanadeva understands the role of speech as illuminating. indicating. and then

subsiding in silence. At the same time. he also delineates its territory. Speech comes in only before

and after the actual bliss. and that too. with a marked difference of attitude. In the actual event of

experiencing Brahman. no ocean of words is sufficient nor they posslble.22 Since there is a unity of

the experience. the experiencer and the object of experience. there is no place for words there.

Jnanadeva uses a picturesque description of this ultimate state: '"The para vW:iihas devoured the

entire denotatlonal sphere of objects, it has drunk up all the denotating words and now It Is sound

asleep."23 When the Para vSQiorthe last level of speech Is.stable. there Is no occasion for any

waves to arise in there. so how can there be any sound? Nor is there any necessity of speech in

that ontological event. Jnanadeva uses day-to-day analogies to convey the Mility ofthat enterprise

and asks. "Can one wake up the one who is already awake? Does the one who is already satisfied

come to sit at the dinner again? Is there any use of lamps when the Sun has arisen? When the field

Is ripe with crops. do we bring In the plough to that field?"2.

omanta or IIlvstrations are also used effectively in the topiC of Avidya. Alllinguistic enterprise

falls in the realm of Avidya. Therefore. it is Impossible to eradiCate Avidya by using speech in any

manner. Jnanadeva Illustrates this hypothesis by listing In quick succession a series of unlikely

challenaes. "'Ifone thinks that Avidva can be destroved (by usina speech. I then let him first oeel the
. . . .

sky. Let .him milk the goat at its throat. Let him await someone by looking on from the eye of the

knee. Let him evaporate the evening and pUlVerize it. Let him gnnd the yawn to extract all its jUiCe

and mix Itwith :azlness. and then serve the drink to a tatso. May he (who sets out to destroy Avldya

with words) return the water upstream, may he flip the shadow that falls down. may he joyfully

weave ropes of wind. May he kill the bogeyman. May he fill the reflection in a sack. May he

blissfully go on combing the hair on his palm. May he break the non-being of a pot. may he pluck

the blossoms of the sky. and may he enioy breakinQ the horn of a hare. May he make ink bY

burning camphor. or gather kohl on the flame of a diamond. or may he joyfully marry the offspring

of an infertile woman. May he nurse the cakora birds of the nether worlds by the New moon. or fish

for the creatures dwelling in a mirage ~~This brilliant mixture of both conventional and original

analogies effectively translates the ~ncept of impossibility.

Unlike other philosophers. Jnanadeva does not engage in lengthy logical discourses, nor

does he use elaborate argumentat to prove his points. Tnis does not mean that the essence of his

teaching, or his doctrines. are not profound. It means that he has managed to manifest the subtle

principle by flooding It In the light of his lucid and brilliant poetry. What could have been an experience

Of chewing cast-iron chick peas with tender teeth becomes more palatable and digestible due to

Jnanadeva's comDsssionate sMe. In describinq the words of Sri Krsna as he unfolds the 8ha11avad

Gita. Jnanadeva has described his own style as follows: "First flows out the affection. The letters

follow in its path. The words appear later, first appears the grace."" His style is more intimate,
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;r.cre sensuous. and therefore more enjoyable. He is not out to convince you with a polemic. but

conveys to you directly. through senses the essence of his own experience. At the same time. he Is

fully aware that conveying that experience Is a mutual enterprlse27. and the listener's role in It Is of

vital importance. Therefore. again and again. Jnanadeva reminds his listeners ofthat concentration

which is essential for them to participate in that blissful self-experience28. Instead of advancing

inferences or snutnana. he uses upam8ns or similes. riipakas or metaphors. and d.~tss or

illustrations and analogies. Other literary devices used are direct questions. addresses. challenges.

synesthesia. and oxymorons.

~The task of Jniinadeva is to convey through sense experience that which is beyond ser.:::es.

So naturally synesthesia suggests itself as an appropriate figure of speech. since it involves a

deliberate fusion or cross-matching of senses and sense-objects. Jiiiinadeva uses it in all its

variations. In the sixth canto of his Jninsdsvi. he describes his language as follows:

Usten. The juiciness ofthls speech Is such that due to Its attraction. the ears obtain

tongues. and the senses start to quarrel with each other. By nature the word is the

object of hearing, but the tongue will say, "this is our enjoyment." And the nose

will feel. "it has the nature of fragrance." So wondrous is the beauty of form of this

speech that seeing it the eyes are satiated and they exclaim, "Is this an open mine

of beautifultorms"?!<"
. .

Later on. Jiiiinadeva suggests similar receptIOn of the speech of Sri Kr~a by coupling

synesthesia with erotic imagery:

That speech (of Sri Kmal should be heard by the ears ot mind. that word should

be seen by the eye of the intellect, that should be exchanged by giving the mind In

return. When the hands of concentration will take these words inside the heart,

they will entertain the inteUect of the connoisseurs.3O

Jiiiinadeva further uses inversion of senses and sense objects. and the fusion of other

dichotomous images to desaibe the experience of a jivanr!;ukla. a living-liberated person31:

Now the fragrance has become endowed with a nose, the hearing has obtained

ears. and the eyes have gained mirrors. The fans are blowing because they have

become wind, and the heads are sending out fragrance by being transformed into

the campaka flower. The tongue itself has become full of juice. the sun itself is

blossoming In the lotus. and th.e cakora bird has become the moon. The nowers

have become the bees. the young women have become the youths. the one who is

overcome by sleep has become his bed.

SUch tactics highlight only the incapability of the existing language to capture the state of

enlightenment. At the same time such unconventional descriptions succeed in conveying to the

listener at least a taste of that immortal experience. In this context, Jnanadeva mentions the candra-
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iBkha-nyayaor 'the rule of Moon and the branch' from the traditional Indian epistemology. If the

crescent moon Ofthe first night Is hard to spot In the sky. then by pointing to the branch of a tree that

appears next to that crescent you can facilitate the viewer's vision. However; the viewer himself

should visualiZe the moon. In truth. J. admits that it is impossible to completely convey that state

whiCh he enjoys, '*The world of the Word to describe our state has not ever been created. The

vision that can 888 us stops being the visibn." And yet. at least on one more occasion. Jnanadeva

breaks his silence to answer an unwritten letter. I am now referring to the smallest work attributed

to Jnanadeva called cangadeva paUl/hi Tradition tells us that this work of 65 ovi verses was .

written by Jnanadeva Inreply to a letter sent him by cangadeva, otherwise known as canga Va1eSu.

or canga VateSvara. cangadeva was a famous elderly yogi of unknown age. (some say 100.

some 1400 years) and he had heard the fame ofthls child prodigy catled Jnanadeva. C8Jigadeva

wanted to oommunicate with Jiianadeva and instead of coming dlRlCtly to meet Jnanadeva. he

decided to write a letter. Somehow he was stumped at the very beginning. How should he address

Jnanadeva? Granted that cangadeva was an older person. should he write blessings to Jnanadeva

or given the faathat Jiianadeva was enlightened and thereby on a more advanced level than himself.

should cangadeva writesalutationsto Jnanadeva? TheqUestionremainedunresolved..So finally
Gangadeva simply sent a blank letterto.Jn.anadeva In the hands Of his dlscl~. and waited. When

the letter was received, the story tells us. that Jnanadava' s younger sister Muktii ba. laughed out

loud, and said, "Although he has lived for so many years, he has remained blank." But Jnanadeva

sensed an aspirant's dilemma in that blank letter, he ':Inderstood the sincerity of the need to

communicate and the hesitancy in sUbscrtbing to either mode of conventional communication.

Jnanadeva also took it as an indication that the land was ripe fer sowing the seeds of knowledge.

Speech here had understood lis limitations and had ended in silence. Therefore. Joanadeva replied

,n sixty five verses to that silent questIOn.

cangadeva pasa~hi Is like the (:ream on top of Jnanadeva 's Anubhavamrta. !n it Jnanadeva

sums up his philosophy of Advalta Vedanta and Cidvilasa WhlCtllsessentially based on his own

experience of onenass with the universe. Each one of its OVlSi$ so terse and so futi of Implications,

that it will take many words to fUl!y explain even one. Ishall dwellon a few just enough to show

something of the phi!osophical personality of Jnanadava and the gremnessof that mind that still

speaks to Its audiences. Headdresses his reply with the phrase "svasti Sr; Vate$u":The name

Va\eSu Is the name Of the deity Gangadeva worshipped, and al$O the name which he had attached to

hiS own. Hatner tnan InvoKing hIScustomary names or Goas sucn as i>wa or v'~nala.Jnanaoeva

starts with the name cangadeva preters. there by making his reader attentive and open to receive,

and then proceeds to point out the oneness of that name Siva and then. in the manner of his eariier

werle.. Anubhavimrta. Jna."18deva embarks upon Siva's paradoxical activity of creation and diSsolution
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of this universe. In fact, in that first ow J. accomplishes much more than that. It reads,

~JJfhret1lu1t~\J1"I<iI~'Q l<;RfiilUI~ 1~!l5;ft II~ II

It can be literally translated as follows:

Blessings to Sri Vate~u, the one who hidesto reveal the apparition of the universe, and then

devours it by appearing.

Understandably, it is full oftheusual contradictions:cangadeva is addressed by the name

of his deity here. Jiianadeva addresses the worshipper Witti the name of his God, Sri Vatesu, but

this is not the usual respectful invocation. Instead of writing salutations to thEt deity, blessings are

given to the deity, and there by to the elderly cangadeva in the word svasli And if that is not

enough, the same reader, Ganga va1esu, is attributed the cosmic task Ofcreation and dissolution of

the entire universe. The reader becomes so absorbed by this successive unification ofthe reader,

the writer, and the deities of either, that the next contradiction of the hide and seek of the ultimate

achieving the opposite result in the manifestation and dissolution of the universe seems pale by

comparison. When such an ow is finally fully understood, one marvels at these miracles of

expression packed to the brim in the metrical miniature, and the conversational mode dissolves in

pensive silence. Leading the listener or the reader towards that silence is precisely the goal of

Jiianadeva's speech.

Throughout his writings Jiianadeva has preferred the conversational mode of

communication. The very first work he chose to write on was the conversation between the divine

speaker and the most eligible listener, Kr~l)a and Arjuna. In his MtJbhavamrta, Jiianadeva speaks

directly to you of his own intimate experience and you witness his mastery of the conversational

mode. In his abhangas he speakes to God Vitlnala. And in Cangadeva piisa~!hi. he speaks to

cangadeva, but not just to carigadeva. I can here him speak to you and me through the ovis

written 700 years ago. While talking to the listener at hand, Jnanadeva also talks bayond time and

space. He talks by using illustrations of sense experience, he uses self~eflexivity to remind us of

the essential paradox of action, he also talks of the universality of his own experience, and he

invariably draws you into that experience. Therefore, his poetry forever celebrates the touch of the

Ultimate principl&32 which transforms it from the sphere of mere speech elevating it into an experience

of bliss. Iwould like to end my exposition with the ending of carigadeva piisa~!h;since in it,Jiianadeva

sums up all the points I have been discussing so far. Consider what Jnanadeva says.33

carigadeva, you are the son of that same Vatesu. Just as a lump of camphor.

Usten to this conversation between you and me, listen to the speech of the self.

Says Jiianadeva, for you to listen to my speech is like a palm of a hand embracing

its oV'm surface.
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It is like the speech listening to itself, it is like the taste tasting itself. like the lustre

visualizing itself.

It is like the gold testing itself. like the face becoming its own mirror. that is how, 0

Cakrap~i34. is this conversation between you and myself.

Therefore, having dissolved these qualifICations of "me" and "YOU" let us simply

enjoy the encounter. in its translation again and again.35

cangadeva, by using your excuse. the mother teacher Sri Nivrtti riija has lovingly

given this juicy foot of his selt-realisation.38

While thus looking at each other. both these mirrors with vision- Jnanadeva and

cangadeva- went beyond their distinct identities.

In the same manner, whoever will make these ovis his own' mirror will attain the

bliss of the self.

(,,[~I
)
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